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Solicitation 22-65M-003 - Weight Rooms Design and Furnish

Buying Organization Poudre School District

No Question/Answer Question Date

Q1 Question: Customization

Good morning, Is there a way to get Vector Files of Logos, Pantone Colors and access to any thoughts

on specific customization?

-Brian T.

Push Pedal Pull

Answer: Logos will only be available to the awarded supplier.

03/08/2022

Q2 Question: Weight Room Equipment

Good afternoon,

1)For the racks, what style were you interested in? Full Rack or Half Rack?

2)Did you want to racks to be in the school colors? If so, what are they?

3) Did you want engraved logos on the sleeve of the uprights?

4)Did you want Bridge plates with logos on the top of the racks?

a. If so, could you please include each schools logos so mock-ups of the racks can be made.

5) Did you want Cross Bar members to connect the racks?

Answer: 1.  We are open to either.  Half racks may be necessary in a few spots based on spacing

confinements.  Ultimately we are looking for maximum versatility from the racks.

2.  School Colors:  Yes.  Wellington: Maroon/Silver.    Timnath: Powder Blue, Navy Blue, Gold (Dark

Yellow)

     Official pantone colors and logos will be available to the awarded supplier.

3/4.  Logos and Bridgeplates:  We are open to either/both.  Please use a generic mock up for proposal.

        Official logos will be available to the awarded supplier.

5.  Cross Bar members:  We are open to that option but not required.

03/08/2022

Q3 Question: Bid Bond ...

Hello, is a cashiers check sufficient for the bid bond?

Answer: A Bid Bond is not required.

03/17/2022
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Q4 Question: Bid Questions

Are the rubber plates we need to quote Olympic bumper plates or traditional Olympic rubber plates?

Do we need to quote the dumbbell racks that will hold the dumbbell sets requested?

What about other accessories including Olympic bars, kettlebells, med balls, and sleds? Are these

items to be quoted only if selected for the project?

Do you have a preference on the height of the half rack uprights 7' , 8', or 9'?

For the 4-5 requested benches. Are these to be flat to incline or do you prefer benches that perform

decline, flat, and incline exercises?

For the bikes under the cardio section: Do you want these to be spin bikes or traditional cardio bikes?

Thank you,

Ryan Conover, Sport & Fitness inc.

Answer: Solid rubber bumper plates for the platforms are essential.  We are requesting one set (Solid

rubber bumper) for the platforms, and another set (Rubber coated steel, or metal) for the racks.

Yes, please quote dumbbell racks that will hold dumbbell sets requested.

Please quote Olympic bars for each rack.  Kettlebells, med balls, and sleds can be quoted after a

supplier has been selected.

No height preference on racks.

Benches:  Minimum requirement is flat/incline.  Decline option not required.

Bikes:   Start with upright, traditional cardio bikes.  If schools would like to adjust, they can do so after

initial proposal, and supplier has been chosen.

03/17/2022

Q5 Question: Presenting?

Will there be an opportunity to present our project proposal or will it be just a submission through the

RFP?

Answer: If the District feels presentations are needed, those suppliers will be notified.

03/18/2022

Q6 Question: Rubber Plates

You mention rubber plates on in the RFP. There are two type of rubber plates. Rubber coated steel

plates which are normally used on the racks and Smith and Solid rubber bumper plates which are used

on the platforms. Are you wanting to only have us quote bumper plates for your room?

Answer: Rubber plated steel plates for the racks are nice but not essential.

Solid rubber bumper plates for the platforms are essential.  We are requesting one set (Solid rubber

bumper) for the platforms, and another set (Rubber coated steel, or metal) for the racks.

03/18/2022
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Q7 Question: Bolted Racks

Can you confirm that the racks can be bolted down and the depth of the concrete below.

Answer: The equipment can be bolted to the floor but we will want to look at the proposed bolt patterns

prior to installation. 5in thick slab with #4 rebar reinforcing 3in from the bottom of the slab at 16in OC

each way.

03/18/2022

Q8 Question: Bike Preference

For bikes, do you have a preference of upright versus recumbent and computerized vs either or manual

spin bikes or air bikes?

Answer: Start with upright, manual cardio bikes.  If schools would like to adjust, they can do so after

initial proposal, and supplier has been chosen.

03/18/2022

Q9 Question: Auxiliary Space

Due to space constraints, is there another room that cardio equip. can go in?  An Aux. gym?

Answer: At this point, the plan is for cardio equipment to go in the weight room.

03/18/2022

Q10 Question: Logo Placement

Do you want Logos on the dumbbells and weight plates?

Answer: We welcome that option, but not necessary.

03/18/2022

Q11 Question: Inlaid Platform Spacing

With the spacing you have for the inlaid platforms, it appears that it was designed in an effort to keep

the area open in going from the weight room to the basketball court through the roll up doors. Is there a

need to keep this open for a specific purpose?

Answer: We would like to keep these spaces open for traffic flow purposes.  Many PE classes will

utilize both spaces simultaneously.

03/18/2022
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